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Natchez Burning
Former homicide detective Nicole Foster has hit rock bottom. Driven off the force
by her treacherous partner and lover, she's flat broke and struggling with a
gambling addiction. All Nicole has left is the dream of a warm bed at a homeless
shelter and the haunting memories of three-year-old Kelsey Chase--whose murder
case ended her career. As Nicole obsesses over the old facts, she realizes
everything about that case felt off: a disinterested mom, a suicidal pedophile, and
too many questions left unanswered. When the little girl's grieving father begs
Nicole for help, she's drawn back into the investigationand given one shot at
redemption. But the deeper Nicole digs, the more evil she uncovers, including
betrayals that hit painfully close to home. Will a shocking discovery be the key to
finally getting justice for Kelsey and resurrecting her own life?

Third Degree
Resisting those who would use a revolutionary new technology for unethical
purposes, doctor David Tennant and psychiatrist Rachel Weiss find themselves
running for their lives from a ruthless team of NSA agents and turning to David's
unusual dreams for guidance. Reprint.

The Quiet Game
This book is a critical biography of Grant Allen, (1848-1899), the first for a century,
based on all the surviving primary sources. Born in Kingston, Ontario, into a
cultured and affluent family, Allen was educated in France and England. A
mysterious marriage while he was an Oxford undergraduate wrecked his academic
career and radicalized his views on sexual and marital questions, as did a threeyear teaching stint in Jamaica. Despite his lifelong ill health and short life, Allen
was a writer of extraordinary productivity and range. About half - more than 30
books and many hundreds of articles - reflects interests which ran from Darwinian
biology to cultural travel guides. His prosperity, however, was underpinned by
fiction; more than 30 novels, including The Woman Who Did , which has attracted
much recent attention from feminist critics and historians. The Better End of Grub
Street uses Allen's career to examine the role and status of the freelance
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author/journalist in the late-Victorian period. Allen's career delineates what it took
to succeed in this notoriously tough profession.

True Evil
When the body of Kate Townsend turns up near the Mississippi River, attorney
Penn Cage tangles with the dark side of his hometown of Natchez, Mississippi, to
investigate the secret world of a nearby elite high school.

The Story of My Life
Some people have dreams that are so magnificent that if they were to achieve
them, their place in history would be guaranteed. Francis Drake, Robert Scott,
Charles Lindbergh, Amy Johnson, Edmund Hilary, Neil Armstrong, and Lewis and
Clark are among such individuals. But what if one man had such a dream, and
once he'd fulfilled it, there was no proof that he had achieved his ambition? Jeffrey
Archer's latest book, Paths of Glory, is the story of such a man---George Mallory.
Mallory once told an American reporter that he wanted to climb Mt. Everest,
"because it's there." On his third attempt in 1924, at age thirty-seven, he was last
seen six hundred feet from the top. His body was found in 1999, and it still remains
a mystery whether he ever reached the summit. But only after you've turned the
last page of this extraordinary novel, inspired by a true story, will you be able to
decide if George Mallory's name should be added to the list of legends, in which
case another name would have to be removed. Paths of Glory is truly a triumph.

Spandau Phoenix
#1 New York Times bestselling author Greg Iles takes readers on a daringly
executed roller-coaster ride as a family under attack takes justice into their own
hands. It begins on a perfect night, with a perfect family about to be trapped in a
perfect crime Will Jennings is a successful young doctor in Jackson, Mississippi, with
a thriving practice, a beautiful wife, and a five-year-old daughter he loves beyond
measure. But Will and his family are being watched by a con man and psychopath
who may be a genius. A man who has never been caught and whose victims have
never talked to the police. A man whose life's work strikes at the heart of every
family's unspoken fear: the unstoppable kidnapping. But this time he's picked the
wrong family to terrorize. Because Will and Karen Jennings aren't going to watch
helplessly as he victimizes them. They aren't going to let him get away with it.
They're going to fight back

The Footprints of God
The electrifying second installment of the NATCHEZ BURNING trilogy by No.1 New
York Times bestseller, Greg Iles

The Bone Tree (Penn Cage, Book 5)
The autobiography of Helen Keller, who lost both sight and hearing by illness at
nineteen months, and became a famous author and lecturer.
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Paths of Glory
A deep river pit in Natchez, Mississippi, reputed to be the hiding spot for Jean
Lafitte's hidden treasure and a dumping ground for numerous murder victims,
becomes the site of a dangerous showdown for Penn Cage, in a tale beset by racial
tension, betrayals and illicit sex. By the author of Third Degree. Reprint.

Mindfreak
Though Magnus MacLeish and Lark MacDougall grew up on the same castle
grounds, Magnus is now laird of the great house and the Isle of Kerrera. Lark is but
the keeper of his bees and the woman he is hoping will provide a tincture that
might help his ailing wife conceive and bear him an heir. But when his wife dies
suddenly, Magnus and Lark find themselves caught up in a whirlwind of
accusations, expelled from their beloved island, and sold as indentured servants
across the Atlantic. Yet even when all hope seems dashed against the rocky
coastline of the Virginia colony, it may be that in this New World the two of them
could make a new beginning--together. Laura Frantz's prose sparkles with
authenticity and deep feeling as she digs into her own family history to share this
breathless tale of love, exile, and courage in Colonial America.

The Moonlit Mind (Novella)
A woman comes face-to-face with a serial killer who glorifies the art of death in this
“ingenious”* thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Penn
Cage series. They are called “The Sleeping Women.” A series of unsettling
paintings in which the nude female subjects appear to be not asleep, but dead.
Photojournalist Jordan Glass has another reason to find the paintings
disturbing…The face on one of the nudes is her own—or perhaps the face of her
twin sister, who disappeared and is still missing. At the urging of the FBI, Jordan
becomes both hunter and hunted in a search for the anonymous artist—an
obsessed killer who seems to know more about Jordan and her family than she is
prepared to face

Unti Penn Cage E-Short #2
Widower Penn Cage returns to his hometown of Natchez, Mississippi, where,
finding that his father is being blackmailed, he reopens a notorious murder case
that involves powerfully dangerous town forces, the FBI, and his own past. Reissue.

Someone Knows
What is the connection between an infamous Irish mob boss and an Italian
immigrant family? The story begins in Italy,1900. After years of torment and
neglect, Victoria and her four small children immigrate to Hell's Kitchen, New York,
to escape her alcoholic, abusive husband. On the day they leave, he tragically dies,
but she does not learn of his death for several years—a secret that puts many lives
on hold. Quickly, they realize America's streets are not paved with gold, and the
limits of human faith and stamina are tested time and time again. Poverty, illness,
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death, kidnapping, and the reign of organized crime are just some of the crosses
they bear. Victoria's eldest son, Vincenzo, is the sole surviving member of the
family and shares a gut-wrenching account of their lives with his daughter during a
visit to Ellis Island on his ninetieth birthday. Forty Years in a Day is layered with the
struggles and successes of each family member and defines the character of an
era. Follow the Montanaro family through several decades, and stand in the shoes
of a past generation. Learn more at: http://www.fortyyearsinaday.com/

Cemetery Road
Turning Angel
Taking Constance on an international tour to expose her to a world she has never
experienced, FBI agent Pendergast visits the Tibetan monastery where he received
martial arts training, only to learn that a rare and dangerous artifact has been
stolen, following a trail that leads him aboard a treacherous Atlantic cruise.
Reprint.

Forty Years in a Day
From New York Times bestselling author, David Morrell, comes a classic thriller that
introduced the character of Rambo, one of the most iconic action heroes of the
twentieth century. Called “the father of the modern action novel,” FIRST BLOOD
changed the genre. Although the book and the film adaptation have similarities,
they are very different, especially its unexpected ending and its greater intensity.
If you’ve only experienced the film, you’re in for a surprise. Once they were
soldiers. Rambo, the ragged kid whose presence in town is considered a threat.
And Teasle, the Chief of Police of Madison, Kentucky. Both have been trained to
kill: Rambo in Vietnam, Teasle in Korea. They learned different military tactics,
different ways of death and survival in two different wars. Now, without warning,
they are enemies in a civilian combat that becomes a chase through the woods
and mountains and caves above the town. As we follow them, we understand that
once a man has been trained as a killer, perhaps he is changed forever. Awardwinning FIRST BLOOD was published in 1972, was translated into 26 languages,
and has never been out of print. It was one of the first novels to deal with posttraumatic stress disorder. David’s novelizations for RAMBO (FIRST BLOOD PART II)
and RAMBO III are available as e-books. They’re quite different from the films and
include revealing introductions. See also David’s RAMBO AND ME: THE STORY
BEHIND THE STORY. Critical reactions: “A fine novel. . . . When Johnny comes
marching home this time, watch out.” —The New York Times Sunday Book Review
“A first-rate thriller.” —Newsweek “One of the finest chase novels you will ever
read.” —Minneapolis Tribune “A terrific thriller.” —Saturday Review “One hell of a
hard, fast novel.” —John D. MacDonald

The Death Factory
The #1 New York Times Bestseller GoodReads Choice Award semi finalist, Amazon
Best Mysteries & Thrillers of 2017 selection The final installment in the epic
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Natchez Burning trilogy by Greg Iles “Natchez Burning is extraordinarily
entertaining and fiendishly suspenseful. I defy you to start it and find a way to put
it down; as long as it is, I wished it were longer. . . . This is an amazing work of
popular fiction.” — Stephen King “One of the longest, most successful sustained
works of popular fiction in recent memory… Prepare to be surprised. Iles has
always been an exceptional storyteller, and he has invested these volumes with an
energy and sense of personal urgency that rarely, if ever, falter.” — Washington
Post The endgame is at hand for Penn Cage, his family, and the enemies bent on
destroying them in this revelatory volume in the epic trilogy set in modern-day
Natchez, Mississippi—Greg Iles’s epic tale of love and honor, hatred and revenge
that explores how the sins of the past continue to haunt the present. Shattered by
grief and dreaming of vengeance, Penn Cage sees his family and his world
collapsing around him. The woman he loves is gone, his principles have been
irrevocably compromised, and his father, once a paragon of the community that
Penn leads as mayor, is about to be tried for the murder of a former lover. Most
terrifying of all, Dr. Cage seems bent on self-destruction. Despite Penn's
experience as a prosecutor in major murder trials, his father has frozen him out of
the trial preparations--preferring to risk dying in prison to revealing the truth of the
crime to his son. During forty years practicing medicine, Tom Cage made himself
the most respected and beloved physician in Natchez, Mississippi. But this revered
Southern figure has secrets known only to himself and a handful of others. Among
them, Tom has a second son, the product of an 1960s affair with his devoted
African American nurse, Viola Turner. It is Viola who has been murdered, and her
bitter son--Penn's half-brother--who sets in motion the murder case against his
father. The resulting investigation exhumes dangerous ghosts from Mississippi's
violent past. In some way that Penn cannot fathom, Viola Turner was a nexus point
between his father and the Double Eagles, a savage splinter cell of the KKK. More
troubling still, the long-buried secrets shared by Dr. Cage and the former Klansmen
may hold the key to the most devastating assassinations of the 1960s. The
surviving Double Eagles will stop at nothing to keep their past crimes buried, and
with the help of some of the most influential men in the state, they seek to ensure
that Dr. Cage either takes the fall for them, or takes his secrets to an early grave.
Unable to trust anyone around him--not even his own mother--Penn joins forces
with Serenity Butler, a famous young black author who has come to Natchez to
write about his father's case. Together, Penn and Serenity battle to crack the
Double Eagles and discover the secret history of the Cage family and the South
itself, a desperate move that risks the only thing they have left to gamble: their
lives. Mississippi Blood is the enthralling conclusion to a breathtaking trilogy seven
years in the making--one that has kept readers on the edge of their seats. With
piercing insight, narrative prowess, and a masterful ability to blend history and
imagination, Greg Iles illuminates the brutal history of the American South in a
highly atmospheric and suspenseful novel that delivers the shocking resolution his
fans have eagerly awaited.

Around the World in Seventy-Two Days
Sometimes the price of justice is a good man’s soul. The #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Natchez Burning trilogy returns with an electrifying tale of
friendship, betrayal, and shattering secrets that threaten to destroy a small
Mississippi town. “An ambitious stand-alone thriller that is both an absorbing crime
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story and an in-depth exploration of grief, betrayal and corruption… Iles’s latest
calls to mind the late, great Southern novelist Pat Conroy. Like Conroy, Iles writes
with passion, intensity and absolute commitment.” — Washington Post When
Marshall McEwan left his Mississippi hometown at eighteen, he vowed never to
return. The trauma that drove him away spurred him to become one of the most
successful journalists in Washington, DC. But as the ascendancy of a chaotic
administration lifts him from print fame to television stardom, Marshall discovers
that his father is terminally ill, and he must return home to face the unfinished
business of his past. On arrival, he finds Bienville, Mississippi very much changed.
His family’s 150-year-old newspaper is failing; and Jet Talal, the love of his youth,
has married into the family of Max Matheson, one of a dozen powerful patriarchs
who rule the town through the exclusive Bienville Poker Club. To Marshall’s
surprise, the Poker Club has taken a town on the brink of extinction and offered it
salvation, in the form of a billion-dollar Chinese paper mill. But on the verge of the
deal being consummated, two murders rock Bienville to its core, threatening far
more than the city’s economic future. An experienced journalist, Marshall has seen
firsthand how the corrosive power of money and politics can sabotage
investigations. Joining forces with his former lover—who through her husband has
access to the secrets of the Poker Club—Marshall begins digging for the truth
behind those murders. But he and Jet soon discover that the soil of Mississippi is a
minefield where explosive secrets can destroy far more than injustice. The South is
a land where everyone hides truths: of blood and children, of love and shame, of
hate and murder—of damnation and redemption. The Poker Club’s secret reaches
all the way to Washington, D.C., and could shake the foundations of the U.S.
Senate. But by the time Marshall grasps the long-buried truth about his own
history, he would give almost anything not to have to face it.

A Bound Heart
Get ready for "non-stop vampire action" (Darque Reviews) in the latest Morganville
Vampire novel from New York Times bestselling author Rachel Caine. While
developing a new system to maintain Morganville's defenses, student Claire
Danvers discovers a way to amplify vampire mental powers. Through this, she's
able to re-establish the field around this vampire-infested Texas college town that
protects it from outsiders. But the new upgrades have an unexpected
consequence: people inside the town begin to slowly forget who they are-even the
vampires. Soon, the town's little memory problem has turned into a full-on
epidemic. Now Claire needs to figure out a way to pull the plug on her experimentbefore she forgets how to save Morganville Watch a Video

24 Hours
Black Cross
The second thriller in the New York Times No.1 bestselling series featuring Penn
Cage: a man who must face the dark heart of the Deep South – and question
everything he believes in This novel has been serialized into 5 parts – this is PART
1 of 5 (Prologue to Chapter 2 of 42)
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First Blood
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Penn Cage series comes a
gripping World War II thriller that “vaporizes almost every cliché about the limits of
the genre[it’s] good enough to read twice”(Kirkus Reviews). It is January
1944—and as Allied troops prepare for D-Day, Nazi scientists develop a toxic nerve
gas that will repel and wipe out any invasion force. To salvage the planned assault,
two vastly different but equally determined men are sent to infiltrate the secret
concentration camp where the poison gas is being perfected on human subjects.
Their only objective: destroy all traces of the gas and the men who created it—no
matter how many lives may be lostincluding their own.

The Wheel of Darkness
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Natchez Burning
trilogy—Natchez Burning, The Bone Tree, and the upcoming Mississippi
Blood—comes this e-original novella featuring former prosecutor Penn Cage, a
story of family secrets and justice denied, plus an excerpt from Natchez Burning.
Death is the end, and if a man doesn't speak before it silences him, then his
deepest secrets go with him. When a heart attack sends Penn's father, Tom Cage,
to the ER, Tom begs that his son be brought to his side to hear a dying declaration.
But when Penn arrives, Tom denies ever making the request—keeping his secrets
for another day. The emergency hurls Penn back to a chilling case in Houston,
where he worked in a DA's office known as the "death factory," which sent more
killers to death row than any other in America. While Penn cares for his ailing wife,
a tormented forensic technician brings him evidence of a crime lab in chaos,
throwing past convictions into doubt and begging Penn to prevent an imminent
travesty of justice. With the desperation of a man fighting death in his own home,
Penn must find a way to bring the machinery of the death factory to a halt.

Sleep No More
Enjoying a happy marriage while remembering an obsessive love affair years
earlier with a woman who subsequently died, John Waters encounters a woman
with a secret only his ex-girlfriend knows, and when she, too, is killed, Waters' life
is enveloped by guilt and suspicion.

Mortal Fear
"Around the World in Seventy-Two Days" by Nellie Bly. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From
well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Turning Angel: Part 1, Prologue to Chapter 2 inclusive
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The first three thrillers in the New York Times No.1bestselling series featuring Penn
Cage: a man who must face the dark heart of the Deep South – and question
everything he believes in . . .

The Busiest Man in England
Bestselling and award-winning author Lisa Scottoline reaches new heights with this
riveting novel about how a single decision can undo a family, how our past can
derail our present, and how not guilty doesn't always mean innocent. Allie Garvey
is heading home to the funeral of a childhood friend. Allie is not only grief-stricken,
she's full of dread. Because going home means seeing the other two people with
whom she shares an unbearable secret. Twenty years earlier, a horrific incident
shattered the lives of five teenagers, including Allie. Drinking and partying in the
woods, they played a dangerous prank that went tragically wrong, turning deadly.
The teenagers kept what happened a secret, believing that getting caught would
be the worst thing that could happen. But time has taught Allie otherwise. Not
getting caught was far worse. Allie has been haunted for two decades by what she
and the others did, and by the fact that she never told a soul. The dark secret has
eaten away at her, distancing her from everyone she loves, including her husband.
Because she wasn't punished by the law, Allie has punished herself, and it's a life
sentence. Now, Allie stands on the precipice of losing everything. She's ready for a
reckoning, determined to learn how the prank went so horribly wrong. She digs to
unearth the truth, but reaches a shocking conclusion that she never saw
coming--and neither will the reader. A deeply emotional examination of family,
marriage, and the true nature of justice, Someone Knows is Lisa Scottoline's most
powerful novel to date. Startling, page-turning, and with an ending that's
impossible to forget, this is a tour de force by a beloved author at the top of her
game.

Unwritten Laws
The deepest waters hide the darkest secrets. When the body of a murdered man
literally falls at Elizabeth Stuart's feet, she's able to wash away the blood--but not
the terror. Unwelcome newcomers to Still Creek, Minnesota, she and her troubled
teenage son are treated with suspicion by the locals, including the sheriff. Yet
nothing will stop her from digging beneath the town's placid surface for the
truth—except the killer. Running from a messy divorce, Elizabeth believed buying a
small-town newspaper offered a fresh start for herself and her son. But idyllic Still
Creek, nestled in the heart of lush Amish farmlands, hides secrets dangerous
enough to push someone to commit murder. Now Elizabeth must risk everything to
save herself and her son, and to unmask the killerbefore the current of evil flowing
through Still Creek drags her under. When Elizabeth Stuart searched for a quiet,
peaceful home for herself and her son, Still Creek seemed perfect. Nestled in the
heart of lush Amish farmlands, this small, idyllic Minnesota town would allow her to
put a shattering divorce behind her. But the locals were noticeably cool to the
newcomer—who was rumored to be a gold-digger—especially when she started
stirring up controversy with her newspaper. And now when a murdered body
literally falls at her feet, she has a slight credibility problemparticularly with the
arrogant sheriff whose blue eyes seem to know her darkest secrets. An ex-pro
athlete who had returned to Still Creek a hero, Sheriff Dane Jantzen doesn't have
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much use for the media—especially not in the form of this glamorous, gutsy
outsider who spells trouble with every word she prints. So when she becomes his
suspect in a vicious crime, the last thing Dane expects is the jolt of attraction at
their every encounter. Elizabeth would soon challenge Dane's every assumption,
including the one that he's better off without love. But as they risk everything to
uncover the truth, the current of evil that contaminates Still Creek threatens to pull
them both under

Still Waters
The second thriller in the New York Times No.1 bestselling series featuring Penn
Cage: a man who must face the dark heart of the Deep South – and question
everything he believes in This novel has been serialized into 5 parts – this is PART
2 of 5 (Chapters 3 to 13 of 42)

The Sound of Rain
In this chilling original stand-alone novella, available exclusively as an eBook, #1
New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz offers a taste of what’s to come in
his new novel, 77 Shadow Street, with a mesmerizing tale of a homeless boy at
large in a city fraught with threats . . . both human and otherwise. Twelve-year-old
Crispin has lived on the streets since he was nine—with only his wits and his daring
to sustain him, and only his silent dog, Harley, to call his friend. He is always on the
move, never lingering in any one place long enough to risk being discovered. Still,
there are certain places he returns to. In the midst of the tumultuous city, they are
havens of solitude: like the hushed environs of St. Mary Salome Cemetery, a place
where Crispin can feel at peace—safe, at least for a while, from the fearsome
memories that plague him . . . and seep into his darkest nightmares. But not only
his dreams are haunted. The city he roams with Harley has secrets and mysteries,
things unexplainable and maybe unimaginable. Crispin has seen ghosts in the
dead of night, and sensed dimensions beyond reason in broad daylight. Hints of
things disturbing and strange nibble at the edges of his existence, even as dangers
wholly natural and earthbound cast their shadows across his path. Alone, drifting,
and scavenging to survive is no life for a boy. But the life Crispin has left behind,
and is still running scared from, is an unspeakable alternative . . . that may yet
catch up with him. There is more to this world, and its darkest corners yet to be
encountered, in this eBook’s special bonus: a spine-tingling excerpt from Dean
Koontz’s forthcoming novel, 77 Shadow Street.

Greg Iles 3-Book Thriller Collection: The Quiet Game, Turning
Angel, The Devil’s Punchbowl
From the author of the New York Times bestselling Natchez Burning trilogy and the
Penn Cage series, and hailed by Dan Brown (The Da Vinci Code) for his “utterly
consuming” suspense fiction, Greg Iles melds forensic detail with penetrating
insight in this novel that delves in the heart of a killer in a Mississippi town. Some
memories live deep in the soul, indelible and dangerous, waiting to be
resurrected… Forensic dentist “Cat” Ferry is suspended from an FBI task force
when the world-class expert is inexplicably stricken with panic attacks and
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blackouts while investigating a chain of brutal murders. Returning to her
Mississippi hometown, Cat finds herself battling with alcohol, plagued by
nightmares, and entangled with a married detective. Then, in her childhood
bedroom, some spilled chemicals reveal two bloody footprints…and the trauma of
her father’s murder years earlier comes flooding back. Facing the secrets of her
past, Cat races to connect them to a killer’s present-day violence. But what
emerges is the frightening possibility that Cat herself might have blood on her
hands… “As Southern Gothic as it gets” (Kirkus Reviews), Greg Iles’s Blood
Memory “will have readers turning pages at a breakneck pace” (New Orleans
Times-Picayune).

Mississippi Blood
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Penn Cage series comes a
heartstopping thriller about one of the great unsolved mysteries of World War II.
The Spandau Diary—what was in it? Why did the secret intelligence agencies of
every major power want it? Why was a brave and beautiful woman kidnapped and
sexually tormented to get it? Why did a chain of deception and violent death lash
out across the globe, from survivors of the Nazi past to warriors in the new conflict
now about to explode? Why did the world’s entire history of World War II have to
be rewritten as the future hung over a nightmare abyss? “Entirely plausible, totally
engrossing…a remarkable, impressive novel.”—Nelson DeMille “An incredible web
of intrigue and suspense, an avalanche of action from first page to last.”—Clive
Cussler

Ghost Town
The hottest magician in years takes us behind–the–scenes of his hit A&E show and
offers secret tips to 25 illusions you won't see anywhere else. Criss Angel is poised
to take the magic world by storm. He had his first 1–hour special on ABC in '01,
headlined Madison Square Garden's annual Halloween special a year later to an
audience of 60,000, performed in front of 75,000 people in Times Square, had two
subsequent 1–hour specials on the Sci–Fi channel, he's received countless
magician awards, and he currently has a groundbreaking show on A&E called
CRISS ANGEL MINDFREAK, the first weekly magic show in over 40 years, that
consistently wins its timeslot. MINDFREAK – the book – will be an extention of the
show, which uses a specific topic each week – like 'Buried Alive', 'Bullet Catch',
'Building Walk', or 'Levitation' – to delve into the history of each subject, and see if
Criss can't break new ground by doing something no one has done before. We are
also going to try and include secrets in the book – clues to be dissected by readers
– that relate back to magic he will perform on the show, where the book will be
heavily promoted.

Turning Angel
A tale spanning a traumatic single day follows Laurel Shields, who awakens in her
small-town home to discover her husband frantically preparing for what he claims
is an IRS audit, but she soon realizes that he has discovered the truth about her
affair with another man.
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Turning Angel: Part 2, Chapters 3 to 13
Blood Memory
Somewhere in Russia is a man so powerful that no one even knows his name. Yet
though he is all but invisible, he is pulling strings - and pulling them hard. For
suddenly Russia is a far bigger threat than even the most devoted Cold War
warriors ever thought possible. With her finger on the switch to the European
economy and her sights on the American jugular, Russia gains a new leader. Not
just a president, he has been appointed Tsar, a signal to the world that the old
imperial power is back - and plans to have her day. At the same time, a mysterious
killer brutally murders an innocent American family, literally blowing up the small
midwestern town in which they lived. Just a taste, according to the new Tsar, of
what will happen if America does not step aside in preventing Russia's plans to
'reintegrate' her rogue states. Onto this nightmarish stage steps special agent
extraordinaire Alex Hawke, the only man - both the British and Americans agree who can stop the madness.

Tsar
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Mississippi Blood, Greg Iles, keeps
the secrets of the South alive in this vibrant novel of infatuation, murder, and
sexual intrigue set in his hometown of Natchez, Mississippi. Turning Angel marks
the long-awaited return of Penn Cage, the lawyer hero of The Quiet Game, and
introduces Drew Elliott, the highly respected doctor who saved Penn’s life in a
hiking accident when they were boys. As two of the most prominent citizens of
Natchez, Drew and Penn sit on the school board of their alma mater, St. Stephen’s
Prep. When the nude body of a young female student is found near the Mississippi
River, the entire community is shocked—but no one more than Penn, who
discovers that his best friend was entangled in a passionate relationship with the
girl and may be accused of her murder. On the surface, Kate Townsend seems the
most unlikely murder victim imaginable. A star student and athlete, she’d been
accepted to Harvard and carried the hope and pride of the town on her shoulders.
But like her school and her town, Kate also had a secret life—one about which her
adult lover knew little. When Drew begs Penn to defend him, Penn allows his sense
of obligation to override his instinct and agrees. Yet before he can begin, both men
are drawn into a dangerous web of blackmail and violence. Drew reacts like
anything but an innocent man, and Penn finds himself doubting his friend’s
motives and searching for a path out of harm’s way. More dangerous yet is Shad
Johnson, the black district attorney whose dream is to send a rich white man to
death row in Mississippi. At Shad’s order, Drew is jailed, the police cease hunting
Kate’s killer, and Penn realizes that only by finding Kate’s murderer himself can he
save his friend’s life. With his daughter’s babysitter as his guide, Penn penetrates
the secret world of St. Stephen’s, a place that parents never see, where reality
veers so radically from appearance that Penn risks losing his own moral compass.
St. Stephen’s is a dark mirror of the adult world, one populated by steroid-crazed
jocks, girls desperate for attention, jaded teens flirting with nihilism, and hidden
among them all—one true psychopath. It is Penn’s journey into the heart of his
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alma mater that gives Turning Angel its hypnotic power, for on that journey he
finds that the intersection of the adult and nearly adult worlds is a dangerous place
indeed. By the time Penn arrives at the shattering truth behind Kate Townsend’s
death, his quiet Southern town will never be the same.

The Devil's Punchbowl
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Greg Iles comes the first novel in his
Natchez Burning trilogy—which also includes The Bone Tree and the upcoming
Mississippi Blood—an epic trilogy that interweaves crimes, lies, and secrets past
and present in a mesmerizing thriller featuring Southern lawyer and former
prosecutor Penn Cage. Raised in the southern splendor of Natchez, Mississippi,
Penn Cage learned all he knows of duty from his father, Dr. Tom Cage. But now the
beloved family doctor has been accused of murdering the African American nurse
with whom he worked in the dark days of the 1960s. Once a crusading prosecutor,
Penn is determined to save his father, but Tom, stubbornly invoking doctor-patient
privilege, refuses even to speak in his own defense. Penn's quest for the truth
sends him deep into his father's past, where a sexually charged secret lies. More
chilling, this long-buried sin is only one thread in a conspiracy of greed and murder
involving the vicious Double Eagles, an offshoot of the KKK controlled by some of
the most powerful men in the state. Aided by a dedicated reporter privy to
Natchez's oldest secrets and by his fiancée, Caitlin Masters, Penn uncovers a trail
of corruption and brutality that places his family squarely in the Double Eagles'
crosshairs. With every step costing blood and faith, Penn is forced to confront the
most wrenching dilemma of his life: Does a man of honor choose his father or the
truth?

Dead Sleep
A man with a secret life risks everything to clear his name in this “ingenious
suspense thriller”(The New York Times Book Review) from the bestselling author of
the Penn Cage series. By day, Harper Cole trades commodities from his isolated
home in the Mississippi Delta. By night he leads quite a different life, serving as a
systems operator for an exclusive, annonymous erotic online service that caters to
the rich and famous. But now a stranger has penetrated the network's state-of-theart security, brutally murdering six celebrated female clients. Falsely accused of
these horrible crimes, Harper realizes there's only one way to lure the elusive
madman offline and into the open. But as he enacts his daring plan, Harper will put
everything and everyone he holds dear directly in the path of a brilliant,
unstoppable killer

GREG ILES THRILLER 2
The idyllic life of busy Natchez doctor Chris Shepard is turned upside down when
undercover FBI agent Alex Morse recruits him for a case involving a local divorce
attorney who is suspected of murdering the spouses of his clients. By the author of
Turning Angel. 350,000 first printing.
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